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FORWARD

On Decew:ber 19,

1988.

The Clean Environment Cownission submitted a

Preliminary Report giving its conclusions and recommendations on the Manitoba
Potash Project.

In addition to the conclusions and recommendations which

commence on page

28 of the present

the Preliminary Report contained

report,

only brief descriptive and background material necessary to place the
recommendations in context.

The main material added to the final report is

the account of submissions concerning the potash project which were presented
to the Commission during the course of two public hearings,
Winnipeg.

to review the project.

—
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—

at Russell and

Final Renort on a Proposal
by Canamax Resources Inc.
for the Development of a
Potash Mine at Russell. Manitoba

LICENCING REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE ENVIRONMENT ACT

On April 8,

1988.

Environment Department,

Canamax Resources Inc.

submitted a proposal to the

pursuant to the Environment Act,

for the development

of a potash mine and milling facility in the Rural Municipality of Russell.
Potash mining and nillinq facilities are designated as a Class 3 development
pursuant to the provisions of Manitoba Regulation 164/88 under the Environment
Act.

Accompanying this proposal was a detailed environmental impact
which had been reviewed by a Provincial Technical Advisory

assessment

(SIA)

Committee,

the Interdepartmental Planning Board and the Provincial

Committee of Cabinet.

Land Use

The Technical Advisory Committee are composed of

representatives from government Departments appointed by the Minister of the
Environment to review the prolect proposal.

Section 13 of the Environment Act provides that a licence may be
A Stage 1 Licence was issued on September 29.

issued in staqes.

1988 by the

Honourable Ed Connery, Minister of Environment and Workplace Safety and
Health,

with the reauirement that public hearings be held and that a Stage 2

Licence be issued prior to development takinq place at the site.

The Staqe 1 licence stipulated that the environmental
be issued in three stages,

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

—

-

—

as follows:

Approval in Principle
Development and Construction
Operation

—1—

license would

COMMISSIONS TERMS OF REFERENCE

On September 30,

1988.

the Honourable Ed Cannery requested the Clean

Environment Connission to convene public hearinqs in Winniteg and Russell

and

to provide him with recommendations for the content of a Stage 2 Licence by
December 15.

Mr.
include.

1988.

(Appendix A)

Connery requested that the Commission’s review specifically

but not be limited to.

1.

the following considerations:

A general review of the adequacy of the Proponent’s
environmental

(a)

impact assessment with particular emphasis on:

The adequacy of the Proponent’s examination of
alternative tailings management methods and the
possibility of directing the Proponent to contribute
funds to and undertake research in this area.

(b)

The need for and the possible timing of the submission of
a plan for the long term management and rehabilitation of
the tailings area following closure of the operation.

2.

Recommendations regarding

limits,

terms and conditions,

if

considered necessary, which should be applied to the
development and construction phase of the operation.

3.

Preliminary recommendations for limits,

terms and conditions to

be applied to the operational phase of the development.

Mr.

Cannery also anticipated a further

conducted prior to the operating phase,
be issued imposing limits,

review of the oroject being

at which time a Stage 3 Licence would

terms and conditions on the operation.

A cony of the Staqe 1 Licence dated September
this report as Appendix B.

—2--

29.

1988 is attached to

COMMISSION’S TERMS OP REFERENCE (continued)

In accordance with the Minister’s request
1
submitted to his office on December 18th,
the content of a Stage 2 Licence.

1988,

a preliminary report was

providing recommendations for

This final report

includes the evidence,

presentations, and arguments received at two hearings held in Russell and
Winnipeg hearings.

A list of exhibits received is included as Appendix C.

PROPOSED PROJECT

The Manitoba potash project is a joint venture between the Government
of Manitoba and Canamax Resources Inc.
Manitoba.

to develop a notash project in western

Assets of the project are held by a new entity,

Corporation,
of Toronto.

the Manitoba Potash

the shares of which are held 51 percent by Canamax Resources Inc.
a public mininq and exploration company,

Province of Manitoba.

In this arrangement.

and 49 percent by the

Canamax is responsible for all of

the on—site activities including the feasibility study of the project.
this stage of the development,

At

the Manitoba government’s responsibility has

involved marketing and financing activities.

The proposal called for the development of a major ootash mineral
deposit sufficient in size and grade to sustain a notash nine for twenty—five
years or more.
Russell.

The project, to be located

in the Rural Municioality of

Manitoba. was exoected to comprise above ground workings including

shafts and a refinery and storage area centered in the southwest quarter of
section 29,

Township 20.

Range 29 west of the principal meridian,

kilometres southwest of the settlement of Harrowby.

some 2.5

There would be

underground workings underlyinq some 34 sections or 88 square kilometres of
land along the Manitoba side of the Manitoba-saskatchewan border

in a strip

some three to five kilometres wide ranging from a point about two kilometres
north to a point some eighteen kilometres south of Highway No.

16.

There

would also be a surface tailings disposal area covering aporoximately five
square kilometres.

or the equivalent of two sections of lana
1

area lying three kilometres southwest of Harrowby.
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(Figure 1)
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS

Public participation in the examination and discussion of the potash
mine proposal was provided by two public hearings by the Clean Environment
Commission convened October
Winnipeg.

1988 in Russell and October 27 & 28.

25,

1988 in

Notice of these hearings was given by means of newspaper

advertisements in the Winnipeg.

Brandon and Dauphin newspapers.

Russell,

Copies of the advertisement were mailed to aporopriate municipalities and
provincial government departments

in both Manitoba and Saskatchewan and to

organizations and individuals thought to have a potential interest in the
matter.

Copies of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and a supplement

together with comments provided by the Deoartment of Environnent and later
clarifications by the proponent,
Russell.

were deposited in the public libraries in

Dauphin and Winnioeq and in the offices of the Environmental

Brandon,

Management Division and the Clean Environment Commission in Winnipeg.
newspaper advertisements made reference to this material.
took place during the daytime since it was felt that

The

The Russell hearing

interested persons would

be available at that time whereas the Winnipeg hearing began in the evening,
with a reconvention the followinc morning.

Close to 30 persons were present

in Russell whereas about 20 were in attendance at WinniPeg.

Position of The Manitoba Potash Corporation

The Manitoba Department of Energy and Mines.
and Rilborn Engineering

(a consultant acting on behalf of Canamax Resources)

made a oresentation at both hearing locations.
Volume VI

(Environmental)

comoleted in Auoust,

Canamax Resources Inc.

of

This presentation was based on

the Technical and Economic Feasibility Study

1987 by Kilborn Ltd.

and the Province of Manitoba.

on behalf of Canamax Resources Inc.

An Appendix A consisting

largely of responses

by the proponent to questions posed by the Technical Advisory Committee was
also part of the presentation.
Mr.

P.

Tredger.

Spokespersons for the potash project included

Canamax Resources Inc.

Mines and Messrs.

H. Sambells and A.

•

Mr.

H.

Duffield,

Manitoba

Banks of Kilborn Enqineering.

—5—

Energy and

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS

(continued)

The consultants had spent 2

economic feasability study.

1/2 years developing the technical and

During this period they had attempted to keep in

touch with the local residents, municipal jurisdictions,

the regional planning

board and representatives of the Provincial government.

An open house had

been held in Russell in January 1988 at which 200 people had been in
attendance.

In February 1987 the study plan had been approved by the

technical advisory committee (consisting of representatives of government
departments selected by the Minister of the Environment).

Mr.

Tredger noted that the proponent of the project was the Manitoba

Potash Corporation,

shares of which are held 51% by Canamax Resources a public

Canadian Company and 49% by the Province of Manitoba.

Currently the proponent

is seeking development financing in an amount exceeding t500.000.000 with
expectations that development of the project can begin in 1989.
start—up of the project,

Following the

full production will not be attained for 5 years.

The marketing predictions are that world demand is going to require a new
potash mine by the mid 1990’s and the Manitoba potash project
meet this opportunity.

is being cued to

The feasibility study has basically confirmed that the

Manitoba project is among the best undeveloped potash resource in the world.
As a matter of
$10,000,000

record,

he noted that the proponent has invested in excess of

in the project to the present time.

The overall capital cost is expected to be $540,000.000.

The total

financial package will be closer to S700,000,000 with pre—production capital
expense and

interest included.

flow to Manitoba companies.

Seventy percent of capital expenditures would

From the employment standpoint,

some 1700 persons

will be directly employed during construction with some 55 to 65% expected to
be Manitobans.

During the operation phase,

some 360 permanent positions would

be generated with 55 to 70% of that number being Manitobans.

—6—

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS (continued)

Location

Mr.
Russell,

Duffjeld explained the location of the mine with respect to

Binscarth and the International Minerals Corporation potash mines

located near Esterhazy.

Saskatchewan.

The plant site itself will occupy

approximately 64 hectares and the tailings pile about 500 hectares.
mines which exoloit the sane potash deposit

(the Esterhazy)

productive and cost efficient potash mines in the world.

Other

are the most

:n effect,

the

is building on the notash mining experience gained as a result of

mroponent

to 30 years of operation of

25

the potash industry in Saskatchewan at a location

some 25 to 3D kilometres distance from the proposed Manitoba potash project
site.

Kilborn Engineering who were the principal consultants retained by the

proponent to develop the technical and economic feasibility study were asked
to examine tried and proven technology in terms of the development of the
potash project.

Production

Extensive underground exploration work which was undertaken has
demonstrated proven ore reserves of

28 years with some secondary mining method

notential for an additional 25 to 45 years.

Production at the mine is to be 2,000,000 tonnes per year of otash
as finished product.

This potash production will

6.000.000 tonnes of ore be mined.

require that close to

The mining method to be used requires that

a shaft be drilled to the level of the potash ore at approximately 850 metres
below crade.

Part of the substrata through which the shaft will be sunk is

water bearing and,

to comoensate for water problems,

shaft must be frozen.

the area surrounding the

Shaft development will take in excess of 2 years.

will be removed from mine ‘rooms’ with at least 2/3 of
olace as pillars to support the ceilings.

—7—

the ore being

Ore

left in

Ore will be raised to the surface

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

for processing.

HEARINGS

(continued)

Potash crystals will be separated from sodium salts in a

flotation circuit.

The potash granules will then be graded into a saleable

product from where it will be either loaded to rail cars or trucks or conveyed
to storage.

The balance of the mined ore consists of salts or slimes that have
little value, with the principal salt being sodium chloride.
Saskatchewan mines (near Esterhazy)

At one of the

some small fraction of the sodium chloride

is processed for use as a road de—icer.

Most of the waste salt will be stored in a tailings containment
area.

Part of the tailinqs area is a brine pond.

Brine will be returned to

the mill for re—use and excess brine will be injected into a deep qeoloqic
formation some 950 metres below the surface and below the depth of the mine.
The cost of building this tailings containment area is estimated at
$11,000,000.

The cost of producinq a tonne of fertilizer is estimated at $26 to
£27.

Utilities

Freshwater supply for the operation will be withdrawn from the
Assiniboine River at a rate of 0.06 cubic metres oer

second.

This water

supply will be used for domestic purposes, wash up water and steam
production.

This volume of water represents 1% of the Assiniboine River at

the minimum flow period.

A conventional 2 cell sewage lagoon is proposed to treat sanitary
sewage from the operation with the effluent to be discharged to the
Assiniboine River.

—B—

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS (continued)

A 230 MV electrical transmission line will be required
to service the
site.
The right of way will be the subject of a senarate E.I.A.
beinci
undertaken by Manitoba Hydro.
A major qas pipeline will also be required that
will utilize as much as possible existinq rights of way or
otherwise impact
less useable land.

Geotechnical

The qeotechnical procram was an important element of the
study.
Approximately 42 test holes were drilled throuqh the clay till
which was found
to be 2 to 16 metres thick at or near the location of the proposed
tailinqs
disposal area.
At a number of test hole locations sand lenses, which were
about one metre in thickness,

were located in the till.

at the location of the proposed mine tailings site.

These lenses were not

The permeability of the

clay till was measured by both field and laboratory techniques at
approximately 2.6 x 106 cm/sec.
The permeability of the shale, which
underlies the clay till,

is approximately 1 x l0 cm/sec.

Some of the test
holes are utilized as monitoring wells from which water samples are
collected
from time to time for backcround purposes.
Some of the appropriately placed
test holes will be used as part of the on—qoino monitoring proqram.
Generally, the water collected from the clay till from the observ
ation wells
is unfit for human consumption.

purinq February 1988.
glacier melt wash located

water samples were also collected from a

250 metres east of the proposed tailinqs area.

sanolino was undertaken at the request of Mr.

Doug Bilv.

an area farmer.

ally utilizes the water suoply contained in the qiacier melt wash
on his
property foi cattle watering purposes.
The quality of this water is
acceptable for both human consumption and livestock waterinq.

A major fresh ground water aquifer in the area

is the Hatfield
formation which is located north east of the site of the potash operati
on.

—9—

This
Mr.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS

(continued)

There appears not to be a direct connection from the potash mine site to the
Hatfield formation.

Heritage Resource

A study of heritage resources was undertaken in 1986.
confined to the mill site (64 hectares).
the next stage of development.

This study was

The study will be continued during

There were no significant artifacts found

durinq the study.

Fisheries and Wildlife

An examination of the wildlife habitat indicated the absence of prime
habitat.

The area contains little bush and few potholes,

normally enhance wildlife.

It is not expected that the fishery in the

Assiniboine River will be impacted by the project.
the water

factors which

intake to prevent fish damage.

Screens will be placed at

The presence of additional people

in

the area associated with the potash development will result in some stress on
wildlife and the fishery from hunting and fishing.

Tailings Containment

The mill tailings pond is to be located in an area where the clay
till

is relatively shallow (less than 20 metres)

since the containment dykes

will be keyed to the underlying shale member to take advantage of the lower
soil hydraulic conductivity of the shale.

The tailings oond will be sited to

maintain a 250 metre separation from the glacier melt water channel in order
to protect this channel

from contanination.

Gravel and sand seams in the area

will be avoided at the tailings pond location.
be constructed from the glacial till.

—
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The tailinqs pond dykes will

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS

(continued)

All surfaces of the dykes in contact with the brine solution and the
clay barrier beneath the dyke,

that

is keyed to the shale,

will be constructed

of till the impermeability of which will be enhanced by a brine addition
This brine hydrated liner is intended to further

process.

reduce the soil’s

hydraulic conductivity and mitigate seepage losses.

A subsurface collection system located at the interface of the
exterior edge of the brine enhanced barrier with the shale will collect any
brine seepage and provide further defence against seepage migration.
collected seepage will be returned to the brine ponds.

Any

There will also be a

peripheral drain at the toe of the dyke to collect seepage.

Ditches to

collect surface run—off will be constructed to divert such water from the
tailings containment site.

A contingency containment dyke will be located

downstream of the primary dykes to capture the brine in the event of a dyke
failure.

Tailings will be placed in the tailings pond by means of a spigot.
This is the common method of tailings placement.
nile will,

however,

The back of the tailings

be terraced because of a concern that the underlying shale

might fail structurally as a result of the traditional technique of oiling the
tailings.

The back of the tailings pile will also be set back 30 metres or

more from the dyke in order to collect brine from the tailings and provide a
margin of safety should the tailings pile fail.

Brine collected from this

area will be subsequently drained to the brine pond.
information from studies,

Based on known

the heioht of the tailings pile is being set at 37.5

metres.

In order to monitor brine migration from the tailings pond there will
be upwards of

30 or more observation holes located adjacent to the tailings

containnent area.

If brine nigrates outside of the containment area,

a

hydraulic containment system could be used to return the brine.
Alternatively,

deep collection ditches could be constructed to intercept the

brine or cut off trenches,

back—filled with clay till and bentonite. could be

used to prevent further brine migration.
—
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HEARINGS

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

(continued)

In terms of the measures that were being proposed by the proponent
representatives from the Environmental Control Branch

for brine containment,

and Water Resources Branch,

Messrs.

Strachan and Render: both testified that

the designed system represented very good engineering;

however,

both agreed

that if the tailings pile was to be remain in place for a lengthy time period
after mine closure,

the system would fail without adequate maintenance and

brine would miqrate from the containment site.

Air Pollution Control

Proven air pollution control technology will be utilized in the mill
facility in order to control the emission of suspended air borne particulate
matter.

Modelling of particulate emissions had demonstrated that the maximum

dustfall will be orders of magnitude below the Manitoba air quality
objectives.

The only vegetation/soil damage expected from salt dust will be

to aspen trees.

From tire to time some leaves of these trees may die off due

to air borne salt dust.

Tailings Area Rehabilitation

Mr.
alternatives.

Banks of

Kilborn Ltd. presented brief post closure rehabilitation

This aspect was not addressed in the E.I.A.

report but was

later considered at the request of the technical advisory committee.

1.

Proposed Method

The method selected by the consultants for handling waste salt
is the proven technology consisting of above ground storage of
the salt pile with containment and deep well disposal of excess
brine.

This is a well understood and proven method which is

technically feasible and relatively economic.

—
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nisadvantaqes of

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & HEARINGS

(continued)

this method are that the tailinas pile is aesthetically
unattractive,

that continJous monitoring is required and that

seepage must be controlled over a very long period of time.
The anticipated impacts, which may occur lona after the mine
This method would
has been closed, will have to be examined.
nq
require an initial capital cost of $ll,000.000 and operati
The operating cost would continue

costs of $600,000 oer year.

over the life of the tailings pile (hundreds of years).

the
An adjunct to the proposed method of tailings disposal is
increased use of injector wells to dispose of saturated brine
s
into a subsurface geologic formation (the Winnipeqosi
to
formation for example) which represents another technoloqv
Disadvantages are that there would be a
dispose of waste salt.
have to
need for 10—12 additional disposal wells and care would
or
be taken to remove the insoluble components from the brine
The
else the geologic receiving formation will become plugged.
-

insoluble fraction would have to be disposed by some other
means.
could

that
This method would also require hydraulic pressures
There is
cause some disturbance in the area being mined.

an unassessed environmental risk associated with deep well
disposal.

additional brackish or freshwater sources

As well,

would have to be found in which to dissolve the salt.

2.

Alternative Method A

s back
An alternative method would be to place granular tailing
This would reduce the surface storage of salt
into the mine.
Backfillinq is
and therefore reduce long term maintenance.
are only
more difficult and costly in a horizontal mine (rooms
2.5 metres high).

Backfillinq would also prevent the full

recovery of the resource by selective solution mining
(Alternative Method C)

—

if this method becomes a reality.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS

(continued)

estimated additional $25,000,000 capital and S4,000.000 annual
operational cost would be required throuqhout the life of the
mine and it would only be possible to re—introduce 70—80% of
the tailinos to the mine so that a smaller tailinqs pile would
still be necessary.

3.

Alternative Method B

Another alternative would be to cap the pile with an impervious
layer of clay at the end of the life of the mine.

The clay

The advantages are that the salt

would then be re—vegetated.

pile would be returned to a vegetated state with a reduced
on—qoinq maintenance proqram.

There are a number of

disadvantaqes which include a requirement for on—qoing
monitorinq; an unproven technoloqy;
$60,000,000,

which is siqnificant;

an estimated cost of
and the amount of cover

material required.

4.

Alternative Method C

What appears to be an attractive but unproven alternative for
disposal of the waste salt piles is known as selective solution
mining.

This is a process entailinq the return of a saturated

solution of the waste sodium chloride to the mine where as
a function of temperature

—

—

the sodium salt is deposited in

the mine openings and the potassium salts are dissolved from
the unmined pillars followinq which the solution is returned to
into fertilizer.

the surface for processinq

The mine is beinq

desiqned to utilize this method to advantage shoald further
research prove this method to be practical.

The advantages are

that the life of the mine would be approximately doubled,

the

cost of such a program is expected to be relatively low, and
approximately 60 to 70% of the tailinqs on surface would be

—
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & HEARINGS

utilized.

(continued)

The principal disadvantage is that the technology is

only now emerging and is still unproven for this type of
deposit.

The foreqoinq are possible alternatives; however,

research and

development is needed to positively identity a practical, economic and
environmentally acceptable alternative.

One other method mentioned by the proponent but discounted as

impractical was the surface burial of tailings.

Past Practice Elsewhere

Banks dealt with salt disposal methods at ootash mine sites

Mr.

In Europe,

elsewhere.

salt is stacked on the surface with some being
such as the Rhine

dissolved and discharged to river systems,
of the river).

There is some backfilling of granular material into mines

where the ore body is steeply declining.
discharged to the sea.
the U.S.S.R.

(to the detriment

In England,

the salt is slurried and

In New Mexico, most salt is stored on the surface.

In

the process is mainly surface storage with some dissolution and
production is from the Dead

return to the river systems.

In the Middle East,

Sea brines and the waste salt

is returned to the sea.

In Saskatchewan. most

of the mines store the salt on the surface and return the brine to underground
Some granular salt is returned underground principally for

formations.

support purposes.

In New Brunswick. where there are steep deposits,

part is orocessed for highway de—icing;

the salt is returned to the formation;
some is returned to the ocean.
abandoned,

as

some of

At various locations where nines have been

in New Mexico and France,

tailing piles exist and are exoected

to remain for some time to come.

—
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d)
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & HEARINGS (continue

ell
Position of The Rural Municipality of Russ
the R.M. of Russell in which
Reeve George Witty spoke on behalf of
nd one of
He had taken the trouble to drive arou
the mine is to be located.
munity.
rhazy and talk with members of that com
the potash operations near Este
25
uqh the mine had been operating for
He expressed satisfaction that. altho
small
lems aside from a relatively
years. there were few environmental prob
damaqe to
with the chloride salts and some
problem with corrosion associated
and operated properly.
In his view, if the mine is constructed
aspen trees.
lems
there should be even fewer prob
particularly with improved technology,
atchewan mines.
than those experienced with the Sask

property

the south end of the potash mine
He noted that some of the land near
His
fore nermeable soil.
contains relatively qranular and there

this
ation of farm water supplies in
concern was for around water contamin
trust fund, developed from a
He suqqested the establishment of a
area.
ers’ costs to
potash operation, to defray farm
percentage of the profits of the
lop with a water supply.
remedy any oroblem that miqht deve
erning
in discussion with Manitoba Hydro conc
ct,
mission line to serve the proje
construction of the electrical trans
ld be
al land for this purpose shou
recommended that the use of good agricultur
the use of the riqht of way
The proponent should examine carefully
avoided.
y.
services the CSP plant at Harrowb
for the qas pioeline that currently
The municipality,

will produce revenue
Mr. Witty concluded that the mine
ned in the
to young people who could be retai
for the area and offer employment
In

its favor.

area.

—
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

Position of Mr.

HEARINGS (continued)

Doug BUy.

Area Farmer

ed tailinqs
Buy is located on a farm east and south of the propos
s
A glacier melt wash is located on the BUy farm which contain
disposal area.
The melt wash is also
e watering.
a fresh water source that is used for cattl
This provides an adequate
.
used by others in the district as a water supply
study undertaken by the oroponent
suoply of good quality water; however, the
Mr.

.
had made no reference to this water supply source

Mr.

Bily wanted to draw

to protect this source from
attention to this water supply and the need
operation.
contamination by salt migration from the potash

& Mines
Position of Manitoba Department of Energy

Mr. W.

Bardswich,

drew attention to the fact that 40% of the mineral

The proponent is
Crown.
in the area to be mined were held by the
ement with Manitoba to obtain
required to enter into a lonq term lease arrang
As part of that lease the proponent must,
the right to mine this mineral.
to identify measures to be taken
within 5 years, submit to the lessor a plan
bilitate the lands occupied by
to protect the environment as well as to reha
At the Winnipeg
adjoining lands.
the operation to a use consistent with the
with the disappearance of the salt pile,
hearing, Mr. Banks agreed that, even
reserves

ed.
the underlyina soil would remain salt saturat

In response to questions,
operation went bankrupt,

Mr.

Duffield believed that even if the

there would be considerable

recoverable assets which

for maintenance and rehabilitation.
could be committed to a fund to provide
occur and stated that the
He did not anticipate that such an event would
accept responsibility to take care of
Company will put forward a proposal to
set up a fund that would provide
the on—going problem of salt disposal or to
for perpetual management of this operation.

—
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HEARINGS

It is also hoped that,

(continued)

once production of potash begins in Manitoba,

he
research into tailings disposal and rehabilitation of potash mines can
undertaken coooeratively with the Governments of Saskatchewan and Canada.

Up

to now there has not been much research into these areas in Saskatchewan.

Position of The Manitoba Environmental Control Programs Branch

The presentation of Mr.

Larry Strachan.

Chief of Environmental

Control Programs Branch of the Environment Department,

identified two main

environmental concerns with regard to the proposed project.

1.

Tailings disposal and manacement

2.

Tailings post operation management and rehabilitation

is
Mr. Strachan stated that the report submitted by the oroponent
term
based on proven methods of tailing management which will require long
At the request of the technical advisory committee, the
post operation care.
of
proponent committed to particioate in the research and development
if this
alternate tailings management methods and to the use of new technology
Mr.
e.
is found to be technically, economically and environmentally feasibl
stage with
Strachan’s opinion was that if the oroject proceeds to an operating
would
conventional surface tailings disposal, a change to use new technology
be

‘highly unlikely’.

identified,

A further concern was that the proponent has not

in the E.I.A., a specific plan to manage and rehabilitate the
On the other hand,

tailings area in the post operation phase.

the proponent

has agreed in the mineral lease agreement to put in place a plan to protect
use consistent
the environment from any damage and rehabilitate the lands to a
There is also a provision to establish a
with that of adjoining lands.
in and
mechanism by which funds would be made available to rehabilitate, mainta
Mr. Strachan
ceased.
manage the tailings disposal area after production has
current
felt that the lease agreement could not be comolied with based on

—
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS (continued)

information (that is the rehabilitation of the land to a use consistent with
existing land uses in the area).

Mr.

Strachan submitted a number of

recommendations for Staqe 2

licence requirements for the consideration of the Commission as follows:

I.

A specific plan should be developed and presented for post
operation manaqement and rehabilitation of the proposed surface
tailinas disposal area.

The proposed plan should identity a

mechanism and responsibility to undertake and fund post
operation manaqement and rehabilitation.

2.

A more definitive review of the application of alternative
tailings manamement and disposal methods,

in whole or in part,

to the Manitoba Potash Project should be undertaken with
specific focus on the technical,

environmental and economic

acolication of these methods compared to conventional surface
tailings disposal.

The review should include requirements and

costs for post operation management and rehabilitation.

3.

Followinq submission and review of the information submitted
under

(1) and

(2) above,

the Minister should approve the method

of tailings disposal, manaqement and rehabilitation to be
employed in the project.

4.

No construction of permanent facilities should take place until
such time that the approved method of tailings disposal,
management and rehabilitation has been aqreed to by the
proponent.

—
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS

(continued)

Consideration should be qiven by the oroponent to provide

5.

technical and financial assistance to the neighboring
(water
municipalities to upgrade their municipal infrastructure
e in
and wastewater) that will be necessary to serve the increas
Potash Project.
population which will result from the Manitoba

Note: Number

Mr.
requirements

1.

5 was omitted at the later Winnipeg he3rinq.

3 licencing
Strachan also presented recommendations for Stage
for the consideration of the Commission as follows:

Provincial and Municipal

All applicable Federal,

laws and

regulations should be complied with.

2.

and
Specific requirements for construction, monitoring
discharge of any surface impoundments for solids and/or
should be required.

liquids

Data should be submitted on a regular

basis.

3.

4.

all discharge
specific emission limits should be required for
to the air from the mine and mill operation.
and ambient
Periodic monitorinq and submission of air emissions
air should be required.

5.

ed to address
Contingency plans should be developed and approv
failure
any type of emergency discharae from, or catastrophic
, and any
of. surface impoundments for solids and/or liquids
ility and
safety problems that may occur as a result of visib
icing conditions on nearby roadways.

—
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HEARINGS

(continued)

Positions of Environmental Orqanizattons

(1)

Manitoba Environmental Council
The
the Council representative, first noted that
opportunity to comment
Council was disturbed because there was not an
Staqe 1 licencinq
on the environmental imoacts of the project before
would
It was at an early stage that qeneral public input
approval.
The Council also has a concern that the public
be most important.
insertion newspaper
are not adequately notified by only a sinqle
Also, the time from
advertisement of a hearinq of the Commission.
the actual hearinq date
the newspaper advertisement notification to

Mr. W.

Neily.

for volunteer
(2 weeks) was totally inadequate to provide time
size and complexity of
Council members to analyze a proposal of the
cipation in a
the potash project and prepare for adequate parti
hear inq.
should be complete
The Council’s view is that all base line studies
A weakness of
construction.
prior to issuance of a licence to begin
made to map the
the proponents E.I.A. is that no attempt was
tify impacts of the project
ecosystems of the local area and to iden
more
In terms of evaluatinq the E.I.A. • one or
on these ecosystems.
added to the technical
ecoloqists or field biologists should be
As well as impacts from the potash project
advisory committee.
construction of the
itself, the impacts on ecosystems resultinq from
the qas pipe
water supply line, the electrical transmission line,
At all of these locations,
line and the railway lines are important.
qist of the existing
there should be an on site examination by a biolo
ecosystems to determine potential impacts.
main concern is one of
The Council representative concluded that the
that studies with
ensuring that neqative impacts are minimized and
emphasis on ecosystems are undertaken.
—
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(2)

HEARINGS

(continued)

Conservation Strategy Association of

Mr.

Manitoba

Nick Carter made a presentation as

representative of this

envi ronmental organization.

ns of the
He noted that as a result of approving the recommendatio
to
Task Force on the Environment and Economy, government is committed
In
lookinq at projects from a sustainable development noint of view.
terms of a sustainable development, the Association requests that the
economics of exploiting the mineral
review.

In this regard,

resource be presented for

some account must be taken of world wide

fertility and
movements towards biological methods of maintaining the
The decreasing ability of off-shore importers
structure of the soil.
ant in this
to afford products such as fertilizers is also very import
If the prime interest of Manitoba is in jobs and local
regard.
other sectors
economic development, would not a similar investment in
(if there is to be qovernment funding) produce as good or better
The markets for this product appear uncertain and the
results.
The Association urged the

environmental imPact considerable.

nce of
commission to examine this question with the assista
disinterested economi sts.

ded
The sustainability of this project in terms of the energy deman
tion.
for mining and processing would also seem to require evalua
What are the alternative uses for this Dower?
Such questions as:
etc.. are
What impact does this project have on Hydro plans?,
be examined.
important questions if all of the implications are to

The Association also believes that a

research commitment to tailings

disposal and de—commissioninq is necessary.
factored into the overall cost.

These costs should be

Research and development must

ring must be
continue, post operation tailings management and monito
this
committed and the design of the facility must provide for

—
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management.

HEARINGS

(continued)

In the view of the Association,

should be assianed,

these resoonsibilities

accepted and made public before the issiance of

the Stage 2 licence.

The Association recommends that biological data should be collected
immediately to serve as a base line from which local impacts of the
project can be assessed.

A plan for systematic monitoring should

also be developed.

In terms of impacts of the mine on the local population and the
municipal infrastructure (water,

sewer,

schools,

hospitals)

it

appears to the Association that the responsibility to assist the
municipalities will fall upon qovernment departments.
E.I.A.

Therefore,

should exhibit the intention of these departments,

the

so that a

systematic approach to necessary local changes may be demonstrated.

(3)

Concerned Citizens of Manitoba

A letter was received from a representative of the Concerned Citi2ens
of Manitoba

(Mr.

Hugh Arklie).

The letter

referred to a newspaper

article printed in the Russell Banner on October 12.

1988.

newspaper was published before the date of the hearinqs.

This
Remarks

ascribed to the Minister in that article were stated to be
prejudicial to the outcome of the current hearings of the
Commission.

In this respect the Commission hearinqs were thought to

be a waste of time.

(4)

Manitoba Environmentalists Inc.

Ms.

Letty Last,

in a letter submitted on behalf of the Manitoba

Environmentalists Inc..

raised a series of questions concerning

—
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION &

HEARINGS

(continued)

impacts on wildlife, water and veqetation.

This orqanization

believes that questions of tailinqs disposal and groundwater impact
were not adequately addressed.

They also questioned the impacts of

the operation on local communities includinq conditions when the mine
closes.

In their view,

all of these questions should be addressed at

this stage of the development and not durinq the operation or post
operational period.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

It is clear that the principal environmental concern associated with
a potash mine project is the handlinq.

storage and disposal of both brine and

mine and mill tailinqs.

Tailinqs and Brine Disposal

1.

—

Rehabilitation

Prooosed Method

There are approximately 10 potash mines in Saskatchewan
employing mining methods similar to that proposed at Russell in
similar geological

formations.

In all cases,

approximately two

thirds of the mineral that is mined is a waste salt

(sodium

chloride with some potassium salts and small quantities of
insoluble materials such as clay, qypsum and anhydrite).
all cases,

In

the waste salt and brine are stored on the surface

of the ground and precautions are taken to prevent the
migration of brine to aquifers or surface drains.

Some of the

saturated waste brine is returned to underground geological
formations such as the Winnipeqosis formation which is located
below the evaporite formation from which the potash is mined.

—
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(continued)

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

The foregoing sunmarizes the current,

proven waste disposal

technology employed in the potash nininq field.

he major problem

with this technoloqy is that the huge piles of waste salt will
require hundreds of years to dissolve under the influence of natural
The brine that forms must be contained and disposed

orecipitation.

of in a satisfactory manner to prevent surface and groundwater
pal lut ion.

The storage time can be shortened by auqnentation of the process
water with additional fresh water to dissolve salt from the pile and
injection of the brine into the underground disposal formation.
There are some possible disadvantages to this method aside from
The method requires additional water, which may not

additional cost.

be readily available, and may not be a responsible use of fresh water
resources.
risk

Another major concern is with respect to the potential

resultant from the injection of the saturated brine solution

into the ground water disposal formation.
fully assessed.

This risk has not vet been

More research is needed to explore this method of

brine disposal which has also been utilized in oil field exploration
and development.

There are a number of other untried or unroven alternatives for
disposal of the salt piles.

2.

Alternative Method A

Underqround disposal entails the return of the waste salt in a
granular form to the underground cavities or
mine.

This method nay not be practical

such as the Russell potash deposit.
practical,

‘rooms

in the

in a horizontal mine

Even where this is

all oe the waste salt cannot be returned to the

underground rooms.

Another disadvantaqe is that once all

possible back filling of the waste salt has occurred, the

—
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(continued)

balance of the material in the unmined pillars could not be
extracted by selective solution mining methods.

There would

also be an additional cost.

3.

Alternative Method B

Cappinq of Tailinas is a method

in which the tailings pile

would be covered with soil placed on the surface.

The cap

would have to be placed in such a manner as to prevent
precipitation and resultant surface run—off from reachinq the
underlying salt,

thus causinq migration of the salt away from

the containment area.

This method would require an enormous

quantity of soil and would also be capital

intensive.

The

underlying salt pile would also exist for an indefinite future
period.

4.

Alternative Method C

Selective Solution Mining is an experimental but largely
untried method of mining by means of which additional potash
could be extracted from a mine beyond the conventional method
of extraction by mining out Krooms
pillars.

and leaving sunnorL

The method involves the return of sodium chloride

brine into the area that has been mined.
solution process,

By a selective

the saturated sodium salts would be deposited

in the mine in exchanqe for the potassium salts in the unmined
pillars.

The potassium saturated brine would be returned to

the mill where the potassium would then be removed from the
solution as the desired product.
therefore uncertain.

—
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This nethod is unproven and

DSCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

5.

(continued)

Burial of Potash Tailings

Burial of Potash Tailings is a method that seems completely
impractical because of the size of the hole required and danger
of groundwater contamination.

All of the alternative methods cited above would add to the cost of
producing potash and,

in the examples of capping and burial,

costs would be prohibitive.

In all other cases,

the additional

research programs are

required to establish that the methodology will work

in a specific mining

situation, will be cost effective and will protect the environment.

At the hearing,

the Commission learned that the Manitoba Department

of Energy and Mines had issued a mineral
authority of

the Mines Act that

lease to the proponent under

required the proponent to submit a plan to the

Department within 5 years that would stipulate measures and programs the
proponent would carry out for purposes of protecting the environment from
damage as well as for rehabilitation of the lands to a use

consistent with

that of the adjoining lands.

In testimony before the Commission the proponent stated that not only
was proven technology to be employed but also,

because the project was new and

could benefit from actual experience in Saskatchewan,

additional measures

would be taken in the Manitoba operation that would be a substantial
improvement compared to operations in Saskatchewan and elsewhere in the
world.

These improvements were incorporated into the details of proposed

tailings area construction and operation presented to the Commission.

Representatives of the Environmental Control Programs of the
Environnent Department and the Water Resources Branch (Hydroqeoloqy) agreed
that the proposal for tailings containment and operation prepared by the
consultants had been engineered in an excellent manner with good improvements
incorporated into the design over and above the Saskatchewan technoloqy.

—
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(continued)

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Notwithstanding this,

concerns were expressed aboit the long ter.n security of

the containment area and the rehabilitation that had been proposed.

The Environment Department

representatives believed that manaqement

alternatives for the tailings area and rehabilitative measures to be employed
should be submitted by the Company to the Minister for approval prior to the
issuance of a Stage 2 Licence.

CONCLUSIONS

The Commission concludes that the major environmental issue
associated with the potash project is the handling and disposal of the waste
salt and subsequent brines that are formed.

The proven technoloqy for management of this has been that employed
at most of the Saskatchewan mines.

The consultant for the Manitoba potash

project procosed the use of this proven technology in connection with the
management of the salt pile.

some further improvements and

In addition,

safeguards were proposed.

As

long as the salt containment system is maintained,

it is believed

that the salt brine will be prevented from migrating to the adjoininq areas
and to surface and groundwaters.
acceptable if,

However,

it would be desirable and more

in place of hundreds of years.

the salt piles created could be

This is the basic

smaller and diminished at a faster rate.

reason that the

Commission has proposed that the proponent undertake studies to examine
alternatives for the waste salt management and also identify financial and
technical mechanisms to ensure satisfactory management of remaining salt and
salt brine during the rehabilitation period.

The Commission believes that

these tailings management alternatives and rehabilitative measures should be
identified and presented for consideration during hearings prior to the
issuance of the Stage

3

—

operation licence for the potash development.

—
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RECOMMENDATIONS

A.

Staqe

1.

2 Licence

—

Development and Construction

The Conm.ission recommends that the proponent be required to design
and construct its industrial waste facility in accordance with
information contained in the documents submitted by lUlborn
Ltd.

dated Auqust,

1987 prepared on behalf of Canamax Resources Inc.

and Manitoba Enerqy and Mines under title
Technical and Economic Feasability Study
as well as Appendix

(Sask)

A

Manitoba Potash Project
—

Volume VI,

—

EnvironmentaP

to Volume VI and a letter of February 17,

1986 from Kilborn Engineering to N.

Boreskie of the Department of

Municipal Affairs.

Some of the features documented in the these reports and documented
at the Commission hearings that would ensure brine containment
includes the fol1owinq

-

Use of native clay till for dyke construction with a brine
enhanced clay lining and the use of brine enhancement of the
clay till to construct a barrier beneath the exterior dykes to
the level of the underlying shale such that all of the surfaces
of the containment area in contact with the brine will have a
soil hydraulic conductivity of

—

1 x lO cm per sec or less.

Construction of a sub—soil drain at the exterior face of the
brine enhanced clay barrier at the elevation of
as a first defence against brine seepaqe.

the shale layer

Collected brine

would then be returned to the brine pond.

—

Construction of an external seepage collection ditch and a
freshwater diversion ditch.

—
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—

(continued)

Construction of a continqency containment dyke to take care of
emergencies in the event that a dyke is breached.

—

Maintenance of a minimum distance of 250 metres from any
glacial melt water channels to the waste management system.

—

The avoidance of granular soils such as sand lenses within the
waste manaqement containment area.

—

Provision of a brine return system in the ponds that will
maintain the brine level as low as possible consistent with the
practical operation of the mill.

—

Construction and operation of the brine ponds in a manner that
meets the specifications set out in the Canmet Pit Slope Manual.

—

Construction and operation of brine pipelines so that pipeline
failures will result in the absence of brine migration from the
containment disposal area.

Pilinq of salt in a manner such that stability of the dykes is
ensured.

Both the dykes and the tailings pile shall be

monitored for stability as necessary to meet the approval of
the “director

of the Environment Department.

Installation of a monitorinq system to meet the approval of
“director

the

of the Environment Department.

Installation of air emission control equipment satisfactory to
the ‘director

of the Environment Department such that standard

Departmental air quality objective limits for air emissions
from the operation will be met.

—
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RECOMMENDATIOtS (continued)

2.

A definitive review of the application of alternative tailinqs
in whole or in part,

manaqement and disposal methods,

undertaken with specific focus on the technical,

should be

environnental and

economic aoplication of these methods as compared to conventional
surface tailings disposal.

The review should include requirements

and costs for post operation management and rehabilitation and should
be developed for presentation and review at the Stage 3 licencinq
he a rings.

3.

A specific plan should be developed and presented for post operation
management and rehabilitation of the proposed surface tailings
disposal.

The proposed plan should identify a mechanism and

responsibility to undertake and fund post operation management and
rehabilitation.

This plan should be prepared for presentation and

review at the Stage 3 licencinq hearings.

B.

Staqe 3 Licence Considerations

—

Operation

The Commission recommends that:

1.

All applicable Federal,

Provincial and Municipal

laws and

regulations should be complied with.

2.

specific

requirements for construction, monitoring and

discharge of any surface impoundments for solids and/or
shoald be required.

liqiids

Data should be submitted on a regular

basis.

3.

specific emission limits should be required for all discharge
to the air from the mine and mill operation.

—
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RECOMMENDATIONS

4.

(continued)

Periodic inonitorinq and submission of

air emissions and ambient

air data should be reqaired.

5.

Continqency plans should be developed and approved to address
any type of emerqencv discharqe from, or catastrophic failure
of.

surface imwoundments for solids and/or liquids,

safety problems that may occur as a
icinq conditions on nearby roadways.

—
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result of visibility and
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APPENDIX

A

IJnster of
Environment and
WDrkplacc Stlely and Health

RDDm i56
L&DS!ative Building
rirpeg, har;Db3, CANADA
RSC OVB
(2D. )94 5-3522
Septr.ber 30, 3988

ar Eagleton
C)ai rperson
Cht Clean Envirorinent Corzssion
550
500 Portace Avenue
w:I:NJPEc, Manitoba
F3C 3X1
—

Dear Yr. Eagleton:
RE:

C&NAYJI RESOURCES INC.

On ;.pril 8, 1988,

—

KkNlwa). POTASH PROJECT

Canamax Resources

Inc.

submitted a ?roposed to my

Department, pursuant to The Environment Act, for
the development of a potash
mine and milling facility in the Rural Hunicipality of
Russ
Accompanying
ell.
this Proposal was a detailed environmental irpau assessm
t
ent which has been
reviewed
in
detail
by
a
Provincial
Technical
Advisory
Cozrnittee,
the
3nterdepartmental Planning Board and the Prov
incial Land Use Committee of
Cabinet,

Section 23 of The Environment Act provides re with the authority to
issue the Environment Act Licence in stages, and acco
rdingly, I have recently
issued
a
Stage I
Licence
to CananiaX Resources Inc.,
which constitutes
approval in principle for the project.
This Stage I Licence also requires
that public tiearincs be held and a Stage 2
Licence be issued prior to
dtvelopnent taking place at the site (copy attac
hed).
As a result, I am requesting the Clean Environment Comm
ission to
convene public hearings in Winnipeg and Russel
l prior to October 31, 1988,
and provide me with reconrendations for the conten
t of a Stage 2 Licence by
December 15, ISBB.
I would ask that the Commission’s review specifically
not be limited to, the following considerations:
Cl)

include,

but

er.eral
5
A
review
of
the
adequacy
of
Proponent’s
the
environmental impact assessment with particular emphasis on:
(a)

The aöecuacy of the ?ropor.er.t’s examination of alternative
tail ir:gs
a
a
4
gemr
ent
methods
possibility
arid
of
the
directing
the
Proponent
and
to
contribute
funds
to
ur,dc-rtal.e research in this area.

/2

Mr. Stan Ea9letcn
Septenber 30, 1988
Page 2
—

—

(b)

The need for and the possibile tiring of submission of a
plan for the long term management and rehabilitation of
the tailings area following closure of the operation.

(2)

Recommendations
regarding limits,
and conditions,
terms
considered
necessary,
be
which
should
applied
to
development and construction phase of the operation.

(3)

Preliminary recommendations for limits, terms and conditions
be applied to the operational phase of the development.

I anticipate a further review of the project being
to the operating phase, at which time a Stage 3 Licence
imposing limits, terms and conditions on the operation.

if
the

to

conducted prior
will be issued

Copies of
the Environmental
Impact Assessment and all relevant
material are available from Larry Strachan, Chief of Environmental Control
Programs.
Sincerely,

Ed Cor.nery
Minister

Attachment
cc:

Mr. Larry Strachan, P. Eng., Chief
Environmental Control Programs

___________

APPENDIX

B

Licence No

1226

Issue Dale

SEPTEMBER 29,

In accordance with the Manitoba Environment Act (C.C.SM. c. E125)
THIS LICENCE IS ISSUED TD:
CkNkyfl RESOURCES INC.

(AJiITCa.A POThSE PROJECT); )YPL!CXNT
STAGE 1 LiCENCE

WE ERE AS:

a Proposal for the development of a potash mIne and milling
facility in the Rural Municipality of Russell has been under
review by the Manitoba Government since 1985;

AND WEEREAS

on April 8, 1988, pursuant to section 12(3) of The Environment
submitted both a Proposal for
Act, Canamax Resources Inc.
Stage 1 approval to develop a potash mire and willing facility
a
and
detailed
Russell
of
Municipality
the
in
Rural
Environmental Impact Assessment in support of the Proposal;

AND WHEREAS:

the Environmental Impact Assessment has been reviewed by a
Provincial Technical Advisory Committee, the Interdepartmental
of
the Provincial Land Use Committee
Planning
Board
and
Cabinet;

AND WHEREAS:

Secticn 13 of The Environment Act provides the Minister with
the authority to issue an Environment Act Licence in stages;

1J{D WHEREAS:

it is deemed a&ejsable to issue an Environment Act Licence for
the project In stages as follows:

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
TEEP2?ORE:

—

—

—

Approval in Principle
Development end Construction
Operation;

a Stage 1 Environment Act Licence is hereby issued to Canamax
Resources Inc., which constitutes approval in principle for
the development of a potash mine and milling facility in the
following
the
to
subject
Russell,
cf
Municipality
Rural
condition;
1.

no construction of permanent facilities shall take place
until public hearings are held by the Clean H nv i r 0 rime n t
is
Licence
Act
Environment
Stage 2
a
Commission and
issued by the Minister.

E1E
Eonourable Ed Conoi’y
Kinister

1988

APPENDIX

C

CAflAMAX RESOURCES INC.

File:
LIST

OF

2913.0

EXHIBITS

EXHIBITS SUBMITTED AT RUSSELL,
OCTOBER 25, 1988

MAU!TOBA

1.

Honourable Ed Cannery, Minister of Enviro
nment and orkp1ace
Safety and Health, Letter, dated September
30, 1988.

l.A.

Department of Environment and Workplace Safety
and Health, Staqe
1 Environmental Licence No. 1226, dated Septem
ber 29, 1988.

2.

Canarnax Resources Inc., Annual Report
1937.

3.

Eilborn (Saskatchewan) Ltd., Manitoba Potash
, Technical and
Economic Feasibility Study Vol. VI Enviro
niental, dated August,
1987.

4.

U & K Drilling Company Ltd., Letter to Kr. Doug
Buy, dated
November 8, 1965.

4.A.

W.M. Ward Technical Services Laboratory, Chemi
cal Analysis Form,
water analysis, Mr. D. Bily, dated October
10, 1988.

5.

Larry Strachan, Chief, Environmental Control
Programs.
Environment and Workplace Safety and Health, Canam
a Pesources
Inc. Submission to Clean Environment Comm
ission Public Hearinqs,
dated October 25
27, 1986.
—

5.A.

Syd Hancock et al, Community Impact Konitorinq
Proqram, Final
Report 1985 The Township of Atikokan and Ontari
o Hydro, dated
November 25, 1986.

6.

Larry Strachan, Chief, Enviror,rental Control
Programs,
Environment and Workplace Safety and Health, Memo
, ‘Manitoba
Potash Project’, dated October 3, 1988 with attachm
ents.
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7.

Manitoba Environmental Council,
Presentation Concernin The
Application By CanamaY Resources
Limited, dated October 27, 1988.

8.

Conservation Strategy Associati
on of Manitoba, Brief
Canamax
Resources Inc. Proposed Potash Min
ing Operation, dated October
26, 1988.
—

9

Dave Wotton, Bead, Terrestrial, Stan
dards and Studies,
Environment and Workplace Safety
and Health, Speed Memo dated
October 27, 1988 with attachments,
subject Vegetation Damage
from Salts in Dustfall of Potash
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W.A. Bardswich,
27, 1988.

11.

Lease agreenent between Her Maje
sty the Queen and Manitoba Potarh
Corpziration, dated August 14, 1980
.

Director, Mines Branch, Memoanduni, dated
October

